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Abstract 

To evaluate the possible prognostic value of Steroid Receptor Coactivator-1 (SRC-1) and Twist1 
expression in human breast cancer, we examined SRC-1 and Twist1 expression using immuno-
histochemistry on tissue microarray sections containing 137 breast cancer specimens. All patients 
were followed up for a median of 5 years following surgery. Survival curves were generated using 
the Kaplan–Meier method. Multivariate analysis was performed using the Cox proportional hazard 
regression model to assess the prognostic values. The results showed a positive correlation 
between SRC-1 and Twist1 expression at protein levels (P < 0.001). Also, SRC-1 expression 
positively correlated with HER2 expression (P = 0.024). The protein expression of Twist1 posi-
tively associated with lymph node metastasis (P < 0.001), but inversely correlated with PR status (P 
= 0.041). Patients with SRC-1 or Twist1-positive expression exhibited poorer overall survival (OS) 
and disease-free survival (DFS) than did those with SRC-1 or Twist1-negative expression (P < 0.05 
for all). In addition, SRC-1-negativeive/Twist1-negative patients had the best OS and DFS (P < 0.01 
for both). In multivariate survival analysis, SRC-1 expression, tumor stage, and PR were found to be 
independent prognostic factors related to OS (P = 0.019, < 0.001 and 0.02, respectively) and 
Twist1 expression, lymph node status and PR were independent predictors of DFS (P = 0.006, 
0.001 and 0.029, respectively). These results suggest that a combined SRC-1/Twist1 expression 
status could improve the prognostic judgment for breast cancer patients. 
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Introduction 
Breast cancer is one of the most common causes 

of cancer deaths worldwide. Although some patho-
logical factors, including ER, PR and HER2, have been 
widely used as a reference in clinical diagnosis and 
treatment, their prognostic value for breast cancer still 
has certain limitations. Therefore, it is important to 
identify reliable molecular prognostic markers in 
clinical practice for the treatment of breast cancer. 

Steroid receptor co-activator 1 (SRC-1, also 
known as NCOA1) is a member of the p160 family. It 

can interact with nuclear receptors, such as ER, PR, 
AR, GR and other transcription factors, including 
PEA3, AP1 to up-regulate gene expression [1]. Previ-
ous studies have revealed that SRC-1 plays an im-
portant role in the development and growth of re-
productive organs, including the uterine, mammary 
glands and the prostate [2]. SRC-1 also exerts a critical 
role in cancer cell proliferation, invasion, and metas-
tasis through multiple pathways [3-7]. Clinical studies 
show that the elevated expression of SRC-1 positively 
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correlates with HER2 expression, lymph node metas-
tasis, and a poor prognosis for patients with breast 
cancer [8-10]. 

Transcription factor Twist1 belongs to the basic 
helix–loop–helix (bHLH) super family. Twist1 is es-
sential for mesoderm specification and differentiation 
during development [11, 12]. Twist1 has been shown 
to induce EMT and play a critical role in cancer me-
tastasis [13, 14]. In human breast cancers, Twist1 is 
over-expressed and its over-expression usually is as-
sociated with lymph-node and distant metastases and 
a poor prognosis [15, 16]. Although SRC-1 has been 
demonstrated to serve as a co-activator for the tran-
scription factor PEA3 to enhance Twist1 expression in 
breast cell lines [4]; however, the expression correla-
tion of SRC-1 and Twist1 in human breast cancer and 
the relevance of their co-expression within clinical 
parameters still remains unclear.  

In this study, expression of SRC-1 and Twist1 
was examined using immunohistochemistry on tissue 
microarray (TMA) slides’ containing 137 human 
breast cancer samples. The correlation of SRC-1 and 
Twist1 expression and its relevance to clinicopatho-
logic parameters were explored. Furthermore, the 
prognostic roles of SRC-1 and Twist1 in human breast 
cancer were evaluated using Cox regression and 
Kaplan-Meier analysis. To the best of our knowledge, 
it is the first instance of reporting the correlation of 
SRC-1 and Twist1 expression and their clinical signif-
icance for patients with breast cancer. 

Materials and Methodology 
Patients and Samples 

A total of 137 breast cancer specimens were ob-
tained from patients already diagnosed with primary 
breast cancer and who underwent surgery between 
2006 and 2008 at Southwest Hospital, Third Military 
Medical University in China. Multiple clinical and 
pathological characteristics were obtained from the 
medical records and the original pathology reports, 
including age, histological tumor type and grade, 
tumor size, lymph node status, and immunohisto-
chemical expression of ER, PR, and HER2. The histo-
logical grade was assessed using the 
Bloom-Richardson scale in an Elston-Ellis modifica-
tion. 

All of the patients were followed up by clinic 
interview or phone call. The total period of follow-up 
was 9–80 months (median was 60 months). Overall 
survival (OS) time was calculated as the duration 
from the date of surgery to the date of death. Dis-
ease-free survival (DFS) time was calculated as the 
duration from the date of surgery to the date of 
documented disease progression (breast-cancer- 

derived relapse/metastasis). This study was ap-
proved by the Ethics Committee of Southwest Hos-
pital. Written informed consents were obtained from 
all patients prior to treatment.  

Tissue Microarray 
First, we reviewed all hematoxylin- and eosin- 

(H&E)stained slides and selected the appropriate tu-
mor area for preparation of the TMA sections. Then 
two cores of representative areas from each tumor and 
an additional normal breast tissue core (1.1 mm in 
diameter) were deposited in a paraffin block  using a 
semi-automated tissue arrayer;  tissue sections were 
cut at 5μm of thickness. 

Immunohistochemical staining 
Tissue sections (5 μm thickness) were prepared, 

deparaffinized in xylene, and hydrated using an eth-
anol gradient. Antigen retrieval and IHC were per-
formed as described previously [12]. For IHC, the 
sections were microwaved in 0.01 M sodium citrate 
for 15 minutes and immersed in 3% H2O2 for 10 
minutes. After blocking in 10% goat serum for 1 hour 
and incubated with anti-SRC-1 (#2191 Cell Signaling, 
Danvers, MA) or anti- Twist1 (ab50887; Abcam, 
Cambridge, MA) antibody at 4℃ overnight,  tissue 
sections were incubated with appropriate bio-
tin-labeled secondary antibodies, followed by perox-
idase-conjugated avidin (Vector Laboratories, 
Burlingame, CA USA) and  positive signals were de-
veloped in the 3,3-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochlo-
ride (DAB) solution. After counterstaining with he-
matoxylin, the slides were ready for microscopy ex-
amination. 

Positive and Negative Control 
Samples of breast carcinoma with high expres-

sion of SRC-1 or Twist1 served as the positive control. 
Negative control sections were treated with spe-
cies-matched, normal non-immune IgG instead of the 
primary antibody. 

Evaluation of Iimmunostaining 
SRC-1 and Twist1 immunostaining signals were 

evaluated independently by two pathologists in a 
blinded manner and scored using the Allred scoring 
system [17]. Brown nuclear staining for SRC-1 and 
brown nuclear or cytoplasmic staining for Twist1 
were considered positive. The staining intensity of 
positive tumor cells was scored as 0 (no staining), 1 
(weak staining), 2 (moderate staining) and 3 (strong 
staining). The percentage of positively stained tumor 
cells was scored with 5 scales: 0 (none); 1 (< 1/100); 2 
(1/100 to 1/10); 3 (1/10 to 1/3); 4 (1/3; to 2/3); and 5 
(> 2/3). The final score was the sum of the intensity 
and the percentage. For statistical reasons, a final 
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staining score ≥3 was considered to be positive [10]. 

Statistical Analysis 
The correlation between SRC-1 and Twist1 was 

analyzed using the Spearman’s rank test. The rela-
tionship between SRC-1 or Twist1 expression and 
clinicopathologic parameters were analyzed using a 
two-tailed Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test. Sur-
vival curves were estimated using the Kaplan–Meier 
method and compared to the log rank test. Univariate 
or multivariate analysis of prognostic factors was 
tested for the Cox proportional hazards regression 
models. All statistical analyses were performed using 
the SPSS software system (version 18.0; SPSS, Inc., 
Chicago, IL, USA). P < 0.05 was considered to be sta-
tistically significant. 

Results 
Expression of Twist1 and SRC-1 in Breast 
Cancer Specimens 

To investigate SRC-1 and Twist1 expression in 
breast cancer, immunohistochemistry staining was 
performed on TMA slides. Tumors with an Allred 
score ≥3 were classified as SRC-1 positive or Twist1 
positive. 

Positive signals of SRC-1 were mainly localized 
in the nucleus of tumor cells, while Twist1signals 
were predominantly located in the cytoplasm and/or 
nucleus of the breast cancer cells (Fig. 1). Of the 137 
cases analyzed, 61 (44.5%) were positive for SRC-1, 
and 64 (46.7%) for Twist1 (see Table 1), of which 36 
were positive for both markers, 48 were both negative, 

25 were only SRC-1 positive. and 28 were Twist1 pos-
itive only. Interestingly, the statistical analysis re-
vealed that SRC-1 expression positively correlated 
with Twist1 expression in these samples (r = 0.321, P < 
0.001) (Fig. 2). 

Association of SRC-1 and Twist1 Expression 
with Clinicopathological Characteristics 

As shown in Table 2, SRC-1 expression was 
markedly correlated with HER2 expression (P = 
0.024), while the expression of Twist1 was positively 
correlated with lymph node metastasis (P < 0.01) and 
inversely associated with PR status (P = 0.041). There 
was a trend toward lymph node metastasis in those 
SRC-1 positive patients, although it was not statisti-
cally significant (p=0.0509, Table 2). There was no 
significant association of SRC-1 or Twist1 expression 
with other clinicopathological features. 

 

Table 1. Distribution of immunoexpression of SRC-1 and Twist1 
according to IHC score. 

Categories IHC score SRC-1 Twist1 
No. of 
cases 

Percentage No. of 
cases 

Percentage 

Negative 0 23 55.5% 26 53.3% 
2 53 47 

Positive 3 10 44.5% 15 46.7% 
4 15 8 
5 15 15 
6 18 20 
7 2 5 
8 1 1 

Total  137 100% 137 100% 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Representative immunohistochemical staining of SRC-1(A-D) and Twist1 (E-H) in human breast cancer. (A, E) Negative staining, score 0. 
(B,F)Weak positive staining, (B) Score 6 (intensity 1,  percentage 5), (F) Score 4 (intensity 1, percentage 3); (C, G) Moderate positive staining, (C) Score 7 
(intensity 2, percentage 5),(G) Score 7 (intensity 2, percentage 5); ( D, H) Strong positive staining.(D) Score 8 (intensity 3, percentage 5), (H) Score 8 
(intensity 3, percentage 5). Original magnification, ×400. 
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Figure 2. Correlation between SRC-1 and Twist1 expression in breast cancer samples. IHC against SRC-1 and Twist1 was performed on TMA sections’ 
containing human breast cancer specimens. The typical staining images for high and low expression of SRC-1 and Twist1 were shown. Statistical analysis of 
the expression patterns revealed that there was a positive correlation between SRC-1 and Twist1 expression (r = 0.321, P < 0.001). 

 

Table 2. Relationship between the clinicopathological variables 
and SRC-1 or Twist1 expression. 

  SRC-1 expres-
sion 

 Twist1 expression 

Variables Cases(n) + - P  + - P 
Age (years)         
<50 75 34 41 0.864  37 38 0.606 
≥50 62 27 35   27 35  
Tumor Stage         
T1 23 11 12 0.524  10 13 0.187 
T 2 79 32 47   33 46  
T 3 35 18 17   21 14  
Grade         
1 22 7 15 0.418  10 12 0.178 
2 80 38 42   33 47  
3 35 16 19   21 14  
Histological type         
Ductal 109 48 61 0.820  54 55 0.191 
others 28 13 15   10 18  
Lymph node 
metastasis 

        

0 48 16 32 0.059  11 37 0.000* 
1-3 49 28 21   31 18  
≥4 40 17 23   22 18  
ER         
Negative 49 21 28 0.734  25 24 0.566 
Positive 85 39 46   39 46  
Unknown 3 1 2   0 3  
PR         
Negative 63 29 34 0.783  36 27 0.041* 
Positive 71 31 40   28 43  
Unknown 3 1 2   0 3  
HER2         
Negative 104 42 62 0.024*  48 56 0.717 
Positive 28 18 10   14 14  
Unknown 5 1 4   2 3  
*Statistically significant. 

Correlation of SRC-1 and Twist1 Expression 
with OS and DFS 

In this study, the survival analysis revealed that 
SRC-1 positive patients showed a worse prognosis for 
OS and DFS compared to SRC-1 negative patients (P < 
0.05 for both, Fig. 3, A, B). Consistently, Twist1 posi-
tive patients displayed a poor prognosis for OS and 
DFS (P < 0.05 for both, Fig. 3, C, D). Moreover, pa-
tients with both SRC-1 and Twist1 positives exhibited 
the worst survival. On the contrary, patients with 
both negative results demonstrated the best survival 
for OS and DFS (P < 0.01 for both, Fig. 3, E, and F). 

To analyze the relevance of SRC-1 and Twist1 
expression and clinicopathological features with OS 
and DFS, a univariate Cox regression analysis was 
performed wherein factors associated with OS in-
cluded tumor stage, lymph node status, ER, PR, 
HER2, SRC-1 expression, Twist1 expression, and a 
combined positive expression status of SRC-1 and 
Twist1.  Factors associated with DFS included age, 
tumor stage, lymph node status, ER, PR, HER2, 
Twist1 expression and combined positive expression 
status of SRC-1 and Twist1. The statistical analysis 
indicated that high expression of either SRC-1 or 
Twist1 was significantly associated with poor overall 
survival (P = 0.006 and P = 0.026, respectively).  

Moreover, Twist1 over-expression was signifi-
cantly associated with shorter disease-free survival (P 
= 0.001) in breast cancer patients (Table 3), while a 
combined positive expression status of SRC-1 and 
Twist1 was significantly associated with negative OS 
and DFS (P = 0.003 and P = 0.008, respectively). Ac-
cording to the multivariate analysis, SRC-1 expression 
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(P = 0.019; HR = 3.087; CI 1.204-7.914), tumor stage (P 
< 0.001; HR = 4.834; CI 2.005-11.650) and PR (P = 0.020; 
HR = 0.324; CI 0.126-0.836) were independent prog-
nostic factors related to OS. Twist1 expression (P = 
0.006; HR = 3.871; CI 1.462-10.246), lymph node status 
(P = 0.001; HR = 3.404; CI 1.643-7.052) and PR (P = 

0.029; HR = 0.425; CI 0.197-0.918) were found to be 
independent predictors of DFS (see Table 3). How-
ever, the combined positive expression of SRC-1 and 
Twist1 did not produce independent prognostic sig-
nificance for OS and DFS in the multivariate analysis 
(P > 0.05 respectively). 

 

 
Figure 3. Kaplan–Meier overall survival (OS) and disease-free survival (DFS) analysis of breast cancer patients. 
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Table 3. Cox proportional hazard regression model analysis. 

Variables 5-year OS 5-year DFS 
 Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis 
 Hazard 

ratio 
95%CI P 

value 
Hazard 
ratio 

95%CI P 
value 

Hazard 
ratio 

95%CI P value Hazard 
ratio 

95%CI P 
value 

Age             
<50 vs.≥50 0.440 0.174-1.117 0.804    0.416 0.186-0.930 0.033*    
Tumor stage             
T1 and T2 vs. T3  5.610 2.421-13.000 0.000* 4.834 2.005-11.650 0.000* 3.497 1.723-7.097 0.001*    
Grade             
I, II vs. III 1.050 0.414-2.666 0.918    1.226 0.564-2.665 0.607    
Histological type             
Ductal vs. others 0.610 0.181-2.053 0.425    0.599 0.209-1.711 0.338    
Lymph node metas-
tasis 

            

0-3 vs.≥4 3.985 1.743-9.112 0.001*    3.969 1.947-8.091 0.000* 3.404 1.643-7.052 0.001* 
ER             
Negative vs. Positive 0.385 0.166-0.891 0.026*    0.453 0.221-0.927 0.030*    
PR             
Negative vs. Positive 0.279 0.109-0.715 0.008* 0.324 0.126-0.836 0.020* 0.369 0.172-0.789 0.010* 0.425 0.197-0.918 0.029* 
HER2             
Negative vs. Positive 1.699 1.125-2.567 0.012*    1.604 1.116-2.305 0.011*    
SRC-1             
Negative vs. Positive 3.671 1.446-9.318 0.006* 3.087 1.204-7.914 0.019* 2.047 0.993-4.218 0.052    
Twist1             
Negative vs. Positive 2.878 1.134-7.303 0.026*    4.405 1.806-10.744 0.001* 3.871 1.462-10.246 0.006* 
SRC-1/Twist1             
All others vs. 
SRC-1+/Twist1+ 

3.522 1.543-8.042 0.003*    2.584 1.276-5.230 0.008*    

 

Discussion 
The accumulated evidence from basic and clini-

cal research indicates that both SRC-1 and Twist1 are 
associated with tumor invasion, metastasis, and poor 
prognosis in breast cancer [13, 18]. One previous 
study has shown that SRC-1 up-regulates Twist1 ex-
pression and promotes breast cancer cell migration 
and invasion [4]. However, the regulation of SRC-1 
upon Twist1 expression and the relevance of their 
co-expression to clinical pathological features in hu-
man breast cancer are still unknown. In this study, we 
examined the expression of SRC-1and Twist1 in 137 
human breast cancer specimens using immunohisto-
chemistry. To our knowledge, it is the first time that 
clinical evidence has been provided to indicate that 
SRC-1 and Twist1 expressions are positively corre-
lated in human breast cancer. This result is consistent 
with the previous finding obtained from human 
breast cancer cells and mouse models where SRC-1 
up-regulates PEA3-mediated Twist1 expression [4]. 
Twist1 has been demonstrated to induce breast cancer 
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) [19]. It in-
teracts with components of Mi2/nucleosome remod-
eling and the deacetylase (Mi2/NuRD) complex, 
MTA, RbAp45, Mi2 and HDAC2 to repress 
E-cadherin transcription [20]. The correlated expres-
sion pattern of Twist1 and SRC-1 suggests that SRC-1 

exerts a promoting role in breast cancer cell EMT 
through boosting Twist 1 expression and thus poten-
tiating breast cancer metastasis [4].  

Previous studies have demonstrated that SRC-1 
is significantly increased in 34% [21] and Twist1 is 
significantly increased in 50% [22] of breast tumors, In 
the current study, we found that 44.5% cases were 
SRC-1 positive and 46.7% cases were Twist1 positive. 
Our results are consistent with previous reports. In 
Marin et al’s study [23], qPCR and immunohisto-
chemistry analysis demonstrated that Twist increased 
in tumor tissues. Although the results obtained by 
these two different methods were consistent, their 
significances were not the same, as qPCR evaluates 
the expression of mRNA, and IHC measures the ex-
pression of protein. Due to the complexity of the 
post-transcriptional and post-translational process, 
mRNA levels do not necessarily reflect protein levels, 
but proteins are the major final effectors of most bio-
logical processes. 

Previously Young’s lab reported that SRC-1 ex-
pression positively correlates with disease recurrence 
and a poor survival rate in human breast cancer [10]. 
Consistently, in our study we found that patients with 
SRC-1 or Twist1-positive expression showed worse 
OS and DFS than did those with SRC-1 or 
Twist1-negative expression. Further still, 
Kaplan-Meier analyses revealed that increased ex-
pression of SRC-1 protein combined with high Twist1 
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expression significantly correlates with a worse 5-year 
overall and disease-specific survival in breast cancer. 
Patients in the SRC-1-positive/Twist1-positive group 
showed the worst survival, whereas the 
SRC-1-negative/ Twist1- negative group exhibited the 
best survival. These results indicate that co-expression 
of SRC-1 and Twist1 predict worse survival and may 
serve as the key molecular prognostic indicator for 
breast cancer patient survival. 

It has been generally accepted that 
over-expression of the EGFR family member HER2 is 
strongly associated with increased disease recurrence 
and a poor prognosis in breast cancer [24]. It is also 
reported previously that SRC-1 expression positively 
correlates with HER2 status, disease recurrence, and 
endocrine therapy resistance [8, 9, 25]. In agreement 
with these findings, our study clearly shows that 
SRC-1 expression level correlates with tumor HER2 
expression. Based on this clinical evidence and also 
the previous report by Wang S et al.[3], namely, that 
loss of SRC-1 inhibited Ets-2-mediated HER2 expres-
sion in the MMTV-PyMT mouse model, one possible 
mechanism responsible for SRC-1 promoting breast 
cancer progression and metastasis is by regulating 
HER2 expression and further affecting Her2 signaling.  

PRs have been demonstrated to play the critical 
role in mammary gland development and reproduc-
tion functions. In breast cancer, early studies have 
shown that at least it is valuable as ER for predicting 
outcomes in breast cancer patients [26]. Recent studies 
have also revealed that PR-negative status is associ-
ated with bone metastasis [27], resistance to tamoxifen 
treatment [28] and a higher recurrence score [29] in 
breast cancer patients. Regarding its relevance to 
Twist1, Jun Hong et al.[30] reported that high levels of 
total Twist1, phosphorylated Twist1 and activated 
JNK are associated with PR-negative status in breast 
tumors. Recently, Vesuna [31] and Fu [32] also found 
that Twist1 contributes to hormone resistance in 
breast cancer by down-regulating estrogen receptor-α.  

In this study, we found that Twist1 expression 
was inversely associated with PR status in human 
breast cancer. However, the molecular mechanism 
underlying this expression pattern and its clinical 
importance  need  further investigation. Interestingly, 
in our study we found that Twist1 expression posi-
tively correlated with lymph node metastasis in hu-
man breast cancer. Node positiveness is one of the 
typical indicators of breast cancer metastasis. Mar-
kiewicz et al. reported that increased mRNA expres-
sion of Twist1 in lymph node metastases was associ-
ated with a negative prognosis [33]. We believe the 
increased Twist1 expression in tumor cells promotes 
tumor cell EMT and, therefore, facilitates tumor cell 
migration and metastasis into the blood vessels and 

lymphatic vessels. Consistent results also obtained 
from neck cancer studies show that Twist1 expression 
correlate with CXCR4 and CCR7 expression in tu-
mors, further suggesting that Twist1 may up-regulate 
an expression of these factors to potentiate squamous 
carcinoma metastasis into the lymphatic vessels [34]. 
In breast cancer, how Twist1 expression leads to en-
hanced lymphatic vessel metastasis and which mole-
cule and signaling is involved in this process can 
benefit from further studies.  

Consistent with previous reports, our Cox mul-
tivariate analysis demonstrated that SRC-1 expression 
was an independent prognostic factor for OS, and 
expression of Twist1 was an independent prognostic 
factor for DFS in breast cancer patients. These findings 
strongly suggest that when combined with Twist1, 
SRC-1 may serve as an improved disease prognosis 
indicator for breast cancer patient survival. Moreover, 
the regulation of SRC-1 on Twist1 expression pro-
vides a new molecular mechanism underlying SRC-1 
promoted breast cancer progression and metastasis 
and may indeed suggest a feasible therapeutic strat-
egy to inhibit breast cancer metastasis by targeting 
SRC-1 expression. Although the combined positive 
expression of SRC-1 and Twist1 was not shown to be  
an independent prognostic factor for breast patients in 
this study, larger studies should be conducted in the 
future to determine whether this relationship varies 
by molecular subtypes at pathological diagnosis. 

In conclusion, in this research we demonstrated 
for the first time that SRC-1 and Twist1 expressions 
are positively correlated in human breast cancer. We 
also confirmed that SRC-1 and Twist1 expression are 
prognostic factors in human breast cancer. Moreover, 
the combined expression of SRC-1/Twist1 could im-
prove the prognostic judgment for breast cancer pa-
tients. 
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